
Forming a friendship and 
creative partnership while 
studying at NYC’s coveted 
Fashion Institute of Technology, 
Daisy Hartmann and Elizabeth 
NeSmith shared a keen eye for 
creating sustainable intimate 
apparel. Bridging the gap 
between practical underwear  
for daywear and beautiful 
lingerie for night-time,  
the daisy & elizabeth collection 
is designed to be worn in  
any situation. Embodying a 
subtle athletic aesthetic, the 
sustainably designed lingerie 
collection is simultaneously 
flirtatious and flattering.  
@ www.daisyandelizabeth.com

TRAVEL // COMPANION

For a reliable travel companion that can be trusted to enclose your most prized travel accompaniments, the Rimowa range 
of luggage is a worthy candidate. Established in 1898, the German-based manufacturer has consistently focused its design 
on crafting suitcases from lightweight goods. Stocked locally at Hunt Leather, the Rimowa collection includes lightweight  
yet elegant beauty cases, cabin baggage and suitcases crafted from aluminium. Each Rimowa case is designed to tell its  
own story, whilst eagerly waiting to accompany its owner on new adventures and original discoveries. @ www.rimowa.de

FLiRTATious // INtIMAtes

A design initiative from jewellery 
designer Saskia Diez, the Papier 
Bag range offers a functional take 
on hand luggage. Crafted from 
Tyvek, a synthetic and lightweight 
paper material, the bags are 
designed to make travelling 
easier, without the hassle of 
lugging around something 
cumbersome. The waterproof  
and tearproof bags are ideal  
carry-ons, and are available in 
simple hues of grey, off-white, 
black and blue. Reminiscent 
of the classic Pan Am carry-
on, the Papier Bag imbues your 
adventures with a stylish touch.  
@ www.saskia-diez.com

PoRTAbLE // PAPer

While a gentleman’s undergarments 
are preferably only seen by a 
chosen few, those who do get a 
glimpse will no doubt appreciate 
a well-considered aesthetic. 
New York City-based label 
Choctaw Ridge concentrates on 
creating understated and classic 
undergarments for discerning 
gents. Harnessing the refined 
aesthetic of the 1930s, the brand 
returns to classic design, tailoring 
and packaging. Adhering to the 
ethos that ‘less is more’, Choctaw 
Ridge handcrafts boxer shorts 
in vintage-style hues and stripes 
made in lightweight Japanese 
linen and cotton chambray.  
@ www.choctawridgenyc.com

DAPPER // drAwers

GLOBAL dreAMer 

JAsminE ZAnAcco 
OwNer/CreAtIVe dIreCtOr, ItALY
ZANACCO
www.zanacco.com
– –
Using the time-honoured skills of 
master artisan craftsman in Italy, 
Jasmine Zanacco creates beautiful 
men’s shoes and accessories using 
eco materials and processes.

age Young enough to know what’s 
cool, old enough to appreciate it. 
born Vigevano, Italy. thing that 
made the world sit up and take 
notice of you Combining eco with 
luxury. When Zanacco was founded 
this was totally new in men’s fashion. 
describe yourself in ten words 
Fun, perfectionist, impatient, 
generous, thoughtful, driven, 
inventive, talkative, honest, dreamer. 
gets you out of bed in the morning 
A latte (skinny, please) and doing 
one thing each day that makes 
it memorable. something you 
discovered this month Time is short 
– make the most of it. last thing 
that made you smile A guy in NYC 
laughing hysterically – you can’t help 
but smile or join in. most beautiful 
thing you’ve ever seen Sunset on 
Santa Claus beach, California. 
makes you different Generating 
ideas on a daily basis – good, bad or 
just plain crazy. tell me about fashion  
Fashion should be an extension of 
oneself, but don’t take it too seriously. 
worth fighting for Your dreams – 
if you can dream something,  
it’s possible. environmental beliefs 
Awareness is everything. biggest 
inspiration My father – hard work, 
determination and passion. words 
of wisdom Create your own path.

fashion
  

cloth
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